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Initiative strives
to connect parents
on campus
Grant totals $280,000
Grant money helps provide
resources to parents
attending SCSU
John Russett
NEWS EDITOR

One year.
One year is essentially
all the time Amanda Toppe
has until the money runs
out. One year is all the
time she has to prove to the
administration her program
is worth continuing.
LEAH CARR / NEW MEDIA EDITOR

The Farmers’ Market is part of SCSU’s kickoff of Celebrate St. Cloud State.

Farmers’ Market keeps it fresh
Leah Carr
NEW MEDIA EDITOR

Under a sea of whitetopped tents, the campus of
SCSU was transformed into
a whirlwind of culture and
excitement during the 39th
Lemonade Concert and Art
Fair.
This Thursday’s event
attracted over 230 vendors
and hundreds more visitors
·[WU]KP[W\PI\ÅVLQVOI
parking spot nearby was a
nearly impossible feat.
There were events for all
ages from 11 a.m. to 9 p.m.
in areas all around campus.
A popular spot was between
the Miller Center and the
Administrative services
building, where the farmers’
market was located.
Six vendors participated in this year’s farmer’s
market: Stony Brook Farms,

Inc., Kirick Gardens,
Johnson Farms, St. Cloud
State Community Garden,
Southway Greenhouse and
Julie Condon. Their booths
offered a variety of local
plants and fresh produce.
While the farmers’
market was primarily a way
for visitors to have access
to local produce, vendors
seemed to enjoy the event
just as much as the guests.
“I love volunteering at
the Lemonade Fair in this
booth because I get to see
a lot of familiar faces on
campus where I used to
work and I get to talk to
people about food. Local
food,” said Holly Santiago,
a volunteer at the SCSU
Community Garden booth.

;MMFarmers’ Market /
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LEAH CARR / NEW MEDIA EDITOR

Holly Santiago volunteers at the SCSU Community
Garden booth.

New masters degree focuses on technology
Joe Edmonds
ASST. NEWS EDITOR

SCSU will host a new master of sciences degree this fall
\PI\_QTTJMNWK][MLWV\MKPVWTWOaQV\PMÅMTLWN UMLQKQVM
The Medical Technology Quality degree will have
courses teaching students about the medical technology
industry as well as the manufacturing process. The most important issue will be teaching students how to design systems
that are safe, reliable, consistent and ensure product quality
from conception to commercialization.
A long term goal for this program is to help students get
acquainted with the industry and provide a good foundation
to launch their careers.
Professors recommend students have an undergraduate
degree in engineering, science, biochemistry, bio statistics,
public health or nursing before entering into courses.
“In today’s competitive environment, especially in the
Minnesota medical device sector, identifying and hiring
competent and well-informed personnel in the quality
XZWNM[[QWVQ[JMKWUQVOUWZMIVLUWZMLQNÅK]T\º[IQL2MNN 
Fecho, vice president of global quality for St. Jude Medical.
This program is closely developed by a medical technology committee consisting of several experts in the medical
industry that are prominent in Minnesota.
Suzanne Danielson, director of Regulatory Affairs and
Quality, along with Will Donovan, division quality manager,
both come from 3M. Michael Morton is senior director of
Regulatory Affairs for Medtronic. Vicki Bebeau is senior director of Clinical Research for St. Jude Children’s Hospital,
among several other professionals.
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Minnesota is one of the leading developers in medical
technologies, with almost 600 FDA-approved facilities that
produce medical devices. Between 2005 and 2009 these
companies registered nearly 2,200 new patents, making
Minnesota the state with the second largest number of
patents.
“The medical technology quality program, coupled
with the already active regulatory and clinical programs
at SCSU, provides us with a readily available and credible
[W]ZKM[XMKQÅKITTaOMIZML\W_IZL\PMUMLQKITLM^QKMQVL][try,” Fecho said. “This program has global appeal and is a
key educational component in assuring that our employees
have what they need to keep us compliant and competitive.”
The Medical Technology Quality program is not the
ÅZ[\UI[\MZ¼[XZWOZIUWN Q\[SQVL<_WW\PMZXZWOZIU[\PI\
handle medical technology have been at SCSU for several
years.
Regulatory Affairs and Services is a program which
handles safety control and ensuring products are able to be
used effectively. This is one of the highest jobs in demand
for the medical technology industry and the program has
been running since 2007.
Applied Clinical Research is another master’s degree
which focuses on medical technology and equipment safety
and is also one of the highest jobs in demand. They ensure
that equipment is well-built and will not malfunction during
operation. This degree has been here since 2010.
Classes will be evenings and weekends at the university’s
Twin Cities Graduate Center in Maple Grove. Interested
students should contact the College of Science and Engineering at 320-308-2167 or email mtq@stcloudstate.edu.

St. Cloud Rox can’t stop skid Page 6
Read about the St.
Cloud Rox’s week in
review.

The program

Toppe, an SCSU graduate and the coordinator of
the newly-implemented
Young Student Parent Support Initiative, is the sole
disseminator of all the resources which are a part of
this new program at SCSU.
There are two goals
for this program, Toppe
[IQL<PMÅZ[\Q[OQ^QVO
young parents the resources
needed to complete their
higher education goals. The
second, she said, is health
focused.
Toppe said it is important for pregnant and parenting students to maintain
positive health and wellbeing for their children as

well as themselves.
The program focuses
mainly on men and women
who fall in the age group
of 18 to 25, Toppe said.
While the program focuses
WV\PI\[XMKQÅKIOMOZW]X
Toppe said it is inclusive
to student-parents who are
older as well.
“Although that [age
group] is the focus, I don’t
want people to be deterred
to be a part of it,” she said.
One personal goal
Toppe has for the program
is to start a student-parent
support center. She said she
is still looking for a space to
help build this community.
0MZWNÅKMQ[K]ZZMV\Ta[MZ^ing as that space. It is vital,
she said, to have a place
where student-parents feel
welcome.
“It’s a place where
student-parents can connect
to each other, where they
can connect to resources
on campus and resources
in the community,” Toppe
said.

;MMParents / Page 3

Greeks seek
expansion
Joe Edmonds
ASST. NEWS EDITOR

The Phi Beta Sigma
fraternity is an AfricanAmerican fraternity focused
on promoting brotherhood
for fraternity members
and serving humanity as
a whole. They have unofÅKQITTaZMKZ]Q\MLMQOP\UMUbers and plan to continue
through summer and fall.
The Zeta Phi Beta sorority will also be recruiting
at SCSU this summer. They
are an African-American
sorority that encourages
their members to actively
engage in leadership situations in the community.
<PMaPI^MIT[W]VWNÅKQITTa
recruited eight members
during the Summer.
Last winter a task force
was created in order to
assess the problems that
Greek life has been having, with heavy focus being
given to the steadily decline
in enrollment to fraternities
and sororities.
“As a community of
18,000 students … we have
just about 200 Greeks, but
that’s less than 1 percent,”
said Jonathan Foss, assis-

With several new fraternities and sororities being
brought in for fall semester,
SCSU looks to be reinvigorating a waning Greek
population on campus.
The possible expansion
for new groups in the area
could revitalize Greek life
at SCSU. Several people
from the Kappa Phi Omega
sorority have shown interest
in breaking off and bringing in another national
sorority.
In order to do so, the
QV\MZM[\OZW]X_W]TLÅZ[\
have to present their activities and goals to different
sororities and Student Life
and Development, as well
as a few other approval
steps, before they can start
actively recruiting.
Student Life and Development is also looking to
branch out to multicultural
students by bringing in an
African-American fraternity
and sorority. Two groups
have already been selected,
though they are not yet ofÅKQITTaZMKWOVQbMLJa;+;= ;MMGreek / Page 3
yet.
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HOUSING

1 & 2 BEDROOMS
Starting at $485 per month
10 or 12 month leases
Free Heat & Basic Cable
Call for a tour!
320-654-8300

SPECIAL OFFER!
LIMITED TIME ONLY!
Single Rooms Starting
at $250/month
Call Lynette today
320-217-4115

FREE WI-FI & BASIC
CABLE!
4 Bedroom Apartment
Individual Leases just
$285/RM
Super Close to Campus!
Call Lynette 320-217-4115

1,2,3 &4 BD
AVAILABLE!
Free Heat, Water & Garbage
FREE Basic Cable!!!
On Busline!!!
Call today 320-654-8300

FREE INTERNET/
CABLE/HEAT!
3 & 4 Bedroom Apartments
Call for specials
320-259-9673
www.ivyapartments.com

3 BLOCKS FROM
CAMPUS!
3 & 4 Beds
320-259-9673
www.ivyaparetments.com

The University Chronicle is looking for outgoing, motivated and
LMLQKI\MLXMWXTM\WÅTT^IKIVKQM[QV\PMIL^MZ\Q[QVOLMXIZ\UMV\
If interested please call Molly Willms
at 218-310-6032 or
email your resume to
editor@universitychronicle.net.

The University Chronicle is a
great place for students to gain
experience
before graduating.
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Parents
Continued from Page 1
This program reaches
even further than just giving
parents a place on campus
where they feel welcome,
however.
“I really believe that
people who have never been
in college, or have never even
tried, should also be able to
be a part of those who walk
through the front door, but
not only walk through the
NZWV\LWWZJ]\XMZ[Q[\IVLÅVish and walk across the stage
as well,” said Debra Carlson,
director of the Lindgren
Child Care Center. “Supportive higher education is a
public good.”
Carlson also said she
strongly believes in Minnesota needing an educated
labor force.

LEAH CARR / NEW MEDIA EDITOR

Patrons of the Farmers’ Market check out the multitude of fresh fruit, vegetables and plants.
them about the products they sell.
“Aldo” Altenbernd, juggler Greg Kaler,
Kirick Gardens, which began as a
chalk artist Bill Luse, the St. Cloud
project for Kirick’s kids in the summer,
Area All Star Jazz Band and more.
now supplies a variety of fresh vegetaThe event was sponsored by Health
Continued from Page 1
bles such as radishes, onions, cabbage,
Partners (based in Bloomington,
carrots, beans and potatoes. Kirick
Minn.), managed by the Department
Gardens has been participating in the
of Campus Involvement and served as
“We’re here at the Lemonade Art
event for three years.
the kickoff event for the University’s
Fair to get the word out and to sell
Other
vendors
around
campus
summer edition of Celebrate St. Cloud
some of our produce,” she said.
offered
products
like
stained
glass,
phoState.
The SCSU Community Garden
tography, paintings, clothing and other
Celebrate St. Cloud State ran
has been gardening on campus for
handmade goods. A variety of food
from Thursday through Sunday, and
seven years. It is a community-based
and refreshments were also available to
included involvement in additional
organization, which means it relies on
hungry
visitors,
including,
of
course,
events such as participation in both the
volunteers to plant, harvest and share
lemonade.
Sauk Rapids River Days and Granite
the produce.
The Lemonade Concert and Art
City Days parades, the Fishing Derby
Jean Kirick with Kirick Gardens enFair
featured
many
forms
of
entertainIVL7]\LWWZ-`XWIVL\PM+IV)U
joys being involved with the Lemonade
ment
throughout
the
day.
Among
the
Police-Fire Games Opening Ceremony
Concert and Art Fair because it gives
performances were keyboardist John
at the Husky Stadium.
her the chance to meet people and tell

Farmers’ Market

Greek
Continued from Page 1
tant director of Campus Programs. “At a school this size,
we should be at about 3, 4 or 5 percent.”
Wanda Overland, vice president of Student Life and
Development, wrote the charter for the task force assigned
to analyze the Greek situation. Its purpose: “To assess the
Greek life program at St. Cloud State University and make
recommendations based on the work of the task force. The
chairperson will prepare a report summarizing the work
and meet with Student Life and Development.”
“There are probably a million different reasons you can
put out there, but the community as a whole lost direction,” Overland said.
The task force then moved to the second phase, which
_I[_WZSQVO_Q\P[M^MZIT_WZS\MIU[\WÅ`IVaXZWJTMU[
they decide are harmful to Greek life.
“Right now we are doing a background check on the
groups,” Foss said. “The chapters took care of an internal
IVITa[Q[\WTWWSI\[WUM\ZMVL[IVL[WUMQLMV\QÅMZ[_MKIV
build on.”

One of the main problems they found was a steadily
LMKZMI[QVO/ZMMSXWX]TI\QWV,]ZQVO\PM!Å[KITaMIZ
SCSU had a Greek population of 229 students. The following summer showed a drop down to 202 students in the
/ZMMS[a[\MU.WZ\PMÅ[KITaMIZ\PMZM_I[IVW\PMZ
drop in enrollment down to 189. The population bottomed
out during summer 2011 when there were 156 Greek stuLMV\[4I[\aMIZ¼[Å[KITaMIZJZW]OP\\PMUJIKS]X\W
[\]LMV\[IVLV]UJMZ[IZMM`XMK\ML\WZMUIQV[\MILa\PQ[
summer.
-^IT]I\QWV[_MZMIT[WOQ^MV\WM^MZaM`Q[\QVONZI\MZVQ\a
and sorority to list some of their strengths and weaknesses
and how they might be able to improve in the future. Some
of the most consistent weaknesses listed were not having
more community events. Another common weakness was
some of the chapters had trouble getting along and listed a
lack of respect for a small number of members.
One consistent feature the Greek chapters noted was
the strong community within the each sorority or fraternity.
Several other features listed were that they saw themselves
as “leaders of men” and “the kindest men in St. Cloud.”
There is one more interest group lined up to take a
position at SCSU, though they have yet to gain sponsorship
from a national group. They were listed as having at least
30 members recruited this summer.

ACROSS
1. Dossier

The grant
The program received
$280,000 in grant money
from the Minnesota Department of Health, which came
from the federal level, Toppe
said.
Carlson was the one
who wrote that grant for the
program.
“I had been aware that
the Minnesota Department
of Health would be competing for federal grant money
that was going to be the
source for this Young Student
Parent Support Initiative,”
Carlson said, adding she
watched the process closely
for about a year.
The actual writing of the
grant took about one month,
she said, making sure it was
clear the process wasn’t a 40
hour a week job.
The government shutdown last year set the start
WN \PMXZWOZIUJIKS[QOVQÅcantly.
The shutdown last summer was for three weeks but it
really set everything back two
months, Carlson said. They
_MZMVW\VW\QÅML]V\QT)]O][\
of being awarded the money
and it wasn’t until November that the money became
available.
“It was technically a
two-year grant, but with the
government shutdown last
summer and we didn’t receive
the money until November
and I didn’t start until March.
So really we have one full
year to do all this,” Toppe
said.
“I believe, fundamentally,
in the work of the grant. I
think that it really is important,” Carlson said. “As an
institution, St. Cloud State
University is also a great
home to try and administer a
federal grant.”
SCSU is not the only
higher education institution
in the state to receive money
for similar programs.
An updated list as of

May 10 shows nine institutions other than SCSU who
received grant money.
Century College, Fond
du Lac Tribal College, Leech
Lake Tribal College, Metropolitan State University, Pine
Technical College, Riverland Community College,
St. Catherine University,
University of Minnesota and
Winona State University are
the other institutions that
received money.
The U of M and St.
Kate’s already had programs
so they received money to do
some more intensive programming for new parents,
Toppe said.

The implementation
There are always going
to be challenges to any new
program and one of the biggest challenges Toppe said
she faces is how busy these
parents are.
“The challenge is connecting with these studentparents who are so busy. Just
setting up a time to meet
with them, getting them the
information they need,” she
said, adding so far it has
pretty much just been word
of mouth.
Finding student-parents
is another major challenge to
the success of this program.
Currently there are 12 people
in the program, Toppe said,
and so far it is going well.
The program is going to
be relationship based and
building those relationships is
going to be key, she said.
Possibly the biggest challenge, however, is being able
to prove this program is making a difference.
The Department of
Health is working diligently
to ensure their assessment
measures are clear as well as
making sure they are easily
collected and recorded and
transmissible across the different institutions, Carlson
said. Being able to say this
UIVaXMWXTMJMVMÅ\MLJa
this program and were able
to continue their education
JMKI][M\PQ[XZWOZIUM`Q[\[
is going to be instrumental
in the decision of whether to
continue the program.
Showing the hard numbers is a necessity, she said.
There are other good
reasons to convince administrators these programs are
worth keeping around. It’s
not just bringing students to
campus, but that’s a big part
of it, Carlson said.
Another big part of the
initiative is getting students
to complete their education,
not just getting them through
\PMLWWZQV\PMÅZ[\XTIKM[PM
said.
Ideally the program
would continue after August
and grow and grow and grow,
Toppe said.
Currently, the program
is slated for completion in
August of 2013.

5. Broom
10. Ends a prayer

Solution for June 18

14. Poems
15. Task
16. Frost
17. Dregs
18. Opposition
20. Venture to say
22. Celebrated
23. At this time
24. What we are called
25. Reckoning
32. Willow
33. Numbskull
34. Damp
37. Fastens
38. Basic belief
39. Anagram of “Mail”
40. Unhappy
41. An essay
42. 4-door car
43. Spectacular
45. A loose coverall
49. 7 in Roman numerals
50. Honors
53. Lockjaw
57. Change
59. Ripped
60. Labels
61. Remove errors from
62. Norse god
63. God of love
64. Overact
65. Absorb written material

DOWN
1. Bend
2. Bright thought
3. Lascivious look
4. Colognes
5. Poor handwriting
6. Watery part of milk
7. Dawn goddess
8. Twin sister of Ares
9. Annoyance
10. A kind of macaw
11. Half note
12. Master of ceremonies
13. Requires

19. 1000 kilograms
21. Not sweet
25. Camp beds
26. Largest continent
27. Misled
28. Highly skilled
29. Melodies
30. Unreactive
31. ___ober
34. Dry riverbed
'LVWLQFWLYHÁDLU
36. Bell sound

44. Retaliate

41. Texas hold-em

58. Nigerian tribesman

+LVV\ÀW

45. Tablet
46. Of the cheekbone
47. Expenditure
48. Pepperwort
51. Stow, as cargo
52. Flower stalk
53. Brag
54. Connecting point
55. Murres
56. Transmit

Corrections

History

The University Chronicle
The University Chronicle
prides itself on journalistic
was founded Sept. 19, 1924.
It is published weekly during
integrity. We strive to
school semesters and online
publish the most accurate
weekly
during summer sessions.
information, but we are
;KPML]TMM`KMX\QWV[WKK]Z
prone to human mistakes.
L]ZQVOÅVITXMZQWL[IVL
We will correct any errors
academic breaks.
of fact or misspelled names The newspaper is funded with
promptly. Call 308.4086 with student activity fees through the
Student Finance Committee.
any corrections.
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Bye for now, Mom, and thanks

Molly Willms
PERSONAL COLUMN

My mom always told me that the
best thing to do with a bad day was
end it.
It was only a matter of weeks ago
that my mother, Kitti, ended her nineUWV\PÅOP\_Q\P[\IOM1>UM\I[\I\QK
colorectal cancer.
The word I use here is “ended,”
and that’s on purpose. She didn’t
¹TW[Mº[PMR][\[\WXXMLÅOP\QVO
During the nine months since her
diagnosis, my sisters and I were transformed from daughters to caregivers,
KWVÅLIV\[KW]V[MTWZ[KWUXIVa
chauffeurs and everything else she
needed. We were proud to do it.
She confessed to me once that she

PI\ML\WJM\WTL\W¹SMMXÅOP\QVOº.WZ
some cancer survivors, this metaphor
works and gives strength. For my
mother, it only reminded her of the
injustice of her illness.
?Pa[PW]TL[PMPI^M\WÅOP\
when everyone else just gets to live?
In retrospect, it seems like my
UW\PMZ_I[IT_Ia[ÅOP\QVO;PM_I[
one of seven siblings and attended
college in the 80’s as a single, then a
married woman. She went on to raise
three children (the middle child being
a real hassle, I’m told) and moved her
family three times before she and her
husband divorced after 17 years of
marriage.
She lived in poverty for a few years
before moving to Ireland. She stayed
there for six years, enduring discrimination, abuse and separation from her
daughters.
Upon returning to the U.S. in
2007, she had a tough time adjusting.
She had enough work to get by on
most of the time, but spent months at
a stretch unemployed. She was working part-time at a restaurant when she

was diagnosed.
In spite of all her struggles, she
always said she had had such a great
life. Especially towards the end, she
always told us how lucky she was to
have lived the life she did and to have
us as daughters.
My mother was one of those
people who could solve your impossible problems. Whenever something
seemed insurmountable, Mom always
PILI_Ia\WÅ`Q\)N\MZaMIZ[WN 
the kind of life she led, it’s no surprise.
When all else failed, the best thing
to do with a bad day was end it. Turn
off your phone, shut your door and go
to sleep. Bad days are one thing that
don’t last the night.
I’m lucky enough to have many
things to remember her by, but for
this piece of advice I am most grateful. There is no problem that doesn’t
JMVMÅ\NZWU\QUMI_Ia
Thank you for my life, Mom, and
thank you for helping me enjoy it.
I only hope I can be as good to my
family and friends as you are to yours.
Bye for now, and I’ll see you soon.

Greek Bailout leads to
questions about U.S.

John Russett
NEWS EDITOR

While perusing some
headlines the other day
I came across something
which piqued my interest. The article, “GreekGerman Tensions Over
Finances Spill Into Another
Arena,” written by Nicholas
Kulish of The New York
Times, shared a story of the
recent match-up between
the Greek soccer team and
German soccer team in
European soccer championships held in Poland.
The story didn’t focus
on what happened on the
ÅMTLPW_M^MZ<PQ[[\WZa
focused on the interactions
between the fans of both
teams. Greece has received
multibillion-dollar bailouts from their European
partners, with Germany
providing much of that
money, the article says, and
the German fans made sure
the Greek fans were well
aware of that fact.
What I found interesting
was how involved these fans
_MZMQVWVMIVW\PMZ¼[ÅVIVcial situations. When the
U.S. government dished out
money to the auto industry

I don’t remember hearing
about fans of the Detroit
Lions getting razzed about
being bailed out. Or when
KMZ\IQVÅVIVKQITQV[\Q\]\QWV[
were given money I can’t
remember people voicing
their displeasure with fans
of the Yankees (well, for
any reason other than being
a Yankees fan).
In no way is this meant
to be any sort of advocacy
for the taunting of people
from certain parts of the
country who have been hit
the hardest by the recent
economic woes. After all,
we should all be on the
[IUM[QLMWN \PI\ÅOP\*]\
that isn’t the point I am trying to make here.
The question which hit
me the hardest was simply
this; how informed are we
as a country? I do not claim
to be an expert on anything
ÅVIVKQITWZWVNWZMQOV
policy or essentially anything else for that matter. I
just found the fact that fans
of sports teams, who had
traveled to another country
to watch their team play,
were arguing and jeering

MIKPW\PMZW^MZ\PMÅVIVcial situations their respective countries were in.
Considering the state
WN \PQ[ÅVMKW]V\ZaWN 
ours and the ever-growing
emergence of the global
economy where everything
is becoming so intertwined
IVLWVKMLMÅVQ\Q^MTQVM[
are being blurred on a daily
basis, it might not be a bad
idea to become a bit more
informed on what is going
on around us.
The days of putting the
blinders on and plowing
straight ahead have slipped
to the wayside with the days
of the United States being
one of the world leaders
in education and industry
and everything else which
helped this country grow to
what it has become.
This world is shrinking
rather quickly and having
a populous that is informed
can do little more than
help guide our country in
a positive direction. We
don’t need to be experts on
\PMÅVIVKQIT[\IVLQVO[WN 
major corporations, or ruin
sporting events by talking
about such things. However,
choosing to be informed
should be something we all
strive for, no matter to what
extent. Information is the
vehicle of change to help
ensure we don’t make the
same mistakes again.
Most of us have the
_WZTLI\W]ZÅVOMZ\QX[Y]Q\M
literally these days – take
advantage of it.

The opinions expressed on the Opinions
page are not necessarily those of the college,
university system or student body.
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Have an opinion?
Send a letter to the
editor.
Web
www.universitychronicle.net
Email
editor@universitychronicle.net
Mail
13 Stewart Hall, SCSU, St. Cloud,
56

Quote of the Week
“The truth doesn’t need you to believe
it; the truth simply is, and it survives
whether you believe it or not.
“Lies need you to believe them. If you
don’t believe lies, they don’t survive your
skepticism, and they simply disappear.”
from “The Fifth Agreement”
by don Miguel Ruiz , don Jose Ruiz & Janet Mills

Greece: think long-term

Christian Gilman
MANAGING EDITOR

Many criticized the
American people for the
fall of their economy.
Those same people
poured money into the
failing economy to keep
their own economies from
sliding down the same
path.
In the past months,
Europe has needed the
same action the Americans received.
Germany has the
most powerful economy
in Europe and the latest
failing economy is Greece.
Greece is asking the big
powers of Europe to
funnel money into their
crumbling economy.
Germany has been

guilted into sending money to aid other economies
in the past and Greece
is hoping it will happen
again. Germany has paid
for its debt of starting
WWII many times and is
being asked to do it again.
France, Italy and Spain
have reportedly agreed
to a $170 billion package
to revive the growth of
Europe, according to the
Washington Post.
Italy’s Prime Minister
suggests job growth and
KZMI\QWVIVLÅ[KITLQ[KQpline as a way to climb out
of this economic hole.
This deal provides
Greece with short-term
economic relief but with
many challenges ahead.
Experts say it will be tough
for Greece to continually convince politicians
in other countries of the
importance of keeping the
-]ZWXZWRMK\IÆWI\
Greece must also abide
by the restraints of the
bailout and implement
policies which may prove
\WJMLQNÅK]T\

Other experts describe
this as a bandage on a
severed limb. Money is a
cover-up of deeper and
more serious issues. Structural reforms are needed
to bring Greece out of
the economic slump it has
found itself in. If reforms
are created and put in
place it may save Greece
from sliding back into the
hole it is desperately trying
to dig itself out of.
The development of
the new government in
Greece is a sign of hope.
The new president has
said he will ask the new
government to work hard
to give the people of
Greece actual hope, hope
for a brighter and more
secure future.
A future where their
KPQTLZMV_QTTÆW]ZQ[PQV
economic growth and
prosperity, not one where
they cannot afford to feed
or clothe their families.
This is a future most hope
and long for.
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Q&A

UPCOMING
EVENTS

with

James
Otto
Christian Gilman

Larry Gatlin and the
Gatlin Brothers perform
at the Paramount Theater
Monday, June 25 at 7 p.m.
Killer Hayseeds perform
at Lake George for
Summertime by George,
Wednesday, June 27 at
6:30 p.m.

MANAGING EDITOR

Is anyone else in your
family musically inclined?
My dad, my dad’s dad and
my dad’s brother always loved
music.
+0:1;<1)6/145)65)6)/16/-,1<7:

Tracy Lawrence performs for fans of all ages.

Country legend, special
guests visit St. Cloud
Christian Gilman

Granite City Reading
Series at D.B. Searle’s,
Wednesday, June 27 at
7:00 p.m.
The Fabulous Armadillos
perform Outdoors at the
Pioneer Place, Thursday,
June 28 at 6:00 p.m.
Chicago comes to the
Pioneer Place, ThursdaySaturday, June 28-30 at
7:30 p.m.

MANAGING EDITOR

Country hit St. Cloud Friday. Jeans, cowboy hats
and cowboy boots rocked the River’s Edge Convention
Center when Tracy Lawrence, James Otto and Chris
Jansen performed.
<PQ[_I[\PMÅZ[\KWVKMZ\[QVKM\PMILLQ\QWVIVL
remodel of the old Civic Center. Otto and Lawrence
greeted fans at an exclusive meet and greet before they
performed.
Otto greeted fans of all ages by posing for photos
and engaging in personal conversations. Lawrence
greeted them by signing autographs and posing for a
photo taken by his tour manager with the tour manager’s camera. He waved them off with the customary
“have a good night y’all,” to everyone.
2IV[MVPQ\\PM[\IOMÅZ[\_Q\PPQ[]VQY]M^WKIT[
and mutli-instrumental talents. Jansen entertained the
crowd with his style and creativity.
Following Jansen, Otto took the stage, while the
crowd of young and old erupted in applause. Otto
pleased the crowd with new songs as well as well known
PQ\[[]KPI[¹1V+WTWZº_PQKPPM_WVPQ[ÅZ[\)UMZQcan Country Music award in the song of the year
category. Otto co-wrote the song with Jamey Johnson,
who performed it.
)]LQMVKMUMUJMZ[ZW[M\W\PMQZNMM\IVLOI\PMZML

by the stage as Otto sang “Groovy Little Summer
Song.” This song reached the Top 25 on Country
Billboard in 2010.
For his encore song, Otto chose his chart-topping
single, “Just Got Started Loving You.”
Stephanie Gardner and her husband Conrad also
enjoyed the show. They said they were looking forward
to the show for sometime.
Tracy Lawrence took the stage last with his music,
whose appeal spans generations. Lawrence played
[WVO[NZWUPQ[ÅZ[\KZMI\Q^MaMIZ[\W\PMXI[\KW]XTM
years.
+W]XTM[NW]VL[XIKMWV\PMÆWWZ]XWV_PQKP\PMa
danced the night away, laughing, singing and cheering
on Lawrence.
He performed his early hit “Texas Tornado” which
debuted in 1995 and his 1993 hit “My Second Home.”
1V!!\PM)KILMUaWN +W]V\Za5][QKI_IZLMLPQU
\PM<WX6M_5ITM>WKITQ[\WN \PMAMIZ)_IZL
Lawrence’s longest lasting number one hit was
“Time Marches On” from 1996 and his most recent
number one hit was “Find Out Who Your Friends
)ZMº<PM[WVOLMJ]\MLQVJ]\LQLV¼\ZMIKP\PM
top of the charts until 2007.
)[\PMÅZ[\KWVKMZ\I\\PM:Q^MZ¼[-LOM+WV^MV\QWV
Center, Lawrence, Jansen and Otto rocked the stage for
fans of all ages.

Did you always know you
wanted to be a singer and
songwriter?
It always appealed to me.
When did you start singing?
I started singing when I
was four.
What was the turning
point in your career?
Moving to Nashville...I
was taking a swing at the big
shot…that is where the stars
were.
What is your most embarrassing stage moment?
Falling down. I stepped on
a set of speakers and didn’t
realize there was a gap there.
My leg went straight down.
How do you balance work
life and family life?
It is tough...I have made
decisions which have allowed
me to be home more than on
the road…that doesn’t always
happen.

What is your favorite part
of being a father?
It changes daily...I love
_I\KPQVOCPQ[LI]OP\MZ)^IE
KPIVOMIVLOZW_°ÅO]ZMW]\
the world. I am not afraid of
discipline…I know in my heart
it is how it’s gotta be.
How did the military affect your life afterward?
I didn’t need someone to
tell me when to start and stop
work. It gave me the courage
to move to Nashville.

Gypsy Mania perform at
Sunset Stages at College
of St. Benedict, Thursday
June 28 at 7:30 p.m.

What was the best part of
being in the military?
The best part was the ability to travel.
What about your songwriting?
Songwriting has kept me
alive and my family alive. It is
my favorite part [of the music
J][QVM[[E

Comedy Hypnosis Show
at the Paramount Theater,
Friday, June 29 at 7:30
p.m.
+0:1;<1)6/145)65)6)/16/-,1<7:

Fans cheer and dance at the foot of the stage as James Otto and his guitarist perform their
hit ‘Groovy Little Summer Song.’

PETS OF THE WEEK: Annabelle,
)VVIJMTTMQ[IJMI]\QN]TaMIZ
old spayed cat who has been
residing at Tri-County for almost 2
months now.
She was surrendered because
her previous owner felt as if she
didn’t have enough time to spend
with her.
)VVIJMTTMQ[ITQ\\TMWV\PM
[Pa[QLMI\ÅZ[\J]\_QTT_IZU
up to you in no time. She loves
\WJMJZ][PML;QVKM)VVIJMTTM
has never been exposed to small
children or dogs, she would do best
QVIY]QM\PWUM;PMKIUMQV_Q\P
her best friend Penelope Rose, who
is also still available for adoption.
)VVIJMTTMIVL8MVMTWXM_W]TL
be candidates for the name your
own price sale or would be free if
you are a senior citizen or in the
military.
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Lucky & Hollywood

Lucky and Hollywood are
two 1-year-old male parakeets.
1VY]Q[Q\Q^MIVLKPMMZN]TJa
nature, this pair is bonded and
must stay together to keep up
their joyful antics.
Lucky and Hollywood love
to hop from perch to perch,
explore new bird toys, and climb
about their cage. They were surrendered to the shelter because
the previous owner felt the birds
were not in an appropriate living
situation.
These parakeets have been
socialized by adults, but have not
interacted with children or other
animals.
Come visit this happy duo
QV\PM¹;UITT)VQUIT:WWUºI\
TCHS, and never hesitate to ask
W]ZMV\P][QI[\QK[\INN Y]M[\QWV[
about animal care.
Photos and information courtesy of the Tri-County Humane Society.

What is your motto or
mantra to live by?
It is never over until you
Y]Q\
What are must-have songs
on your iPod?
I have a 64 GB iPod.
I have thousands of mustPI^M[¼AW],WV¼\3VW_5M¼
by Ray Charles.
Who is your idol or role
model?
)VaWVM\PI\PI[TMIZVML
to live life the way they want
to live. The best role model is
[WUMWVM_PWÅVL[PIXXQVM[[
in small things.
Do you like to read and, if
so, what?
I don’t really read books.
There is a vast amount of
information on the internet. I
read a lot on the internet.
What is your favorite
hobby or activity you like
to do when you have free
time?
Classic cars. I have two I
like to work on.spectators to
give back to the community
while having fun at the festival.
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The St. Cloud Rox continue downward spiral
Mark Schrom
SPORTS & FITNESS EDITOR

The St. Cloud Rox fought hard to earn
a win last week, but did not prevail. The
Rox’s record drops to 5-17 for the season.
The Rox played three home games on Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday and two away
games on Sunday and Thursday against the
Willmar Stingers.

Sunday:

The St. Cloud Rox fell behind 7-0 early
in the game and never could overcome the
LMÅKQ\)N\MZK]\\QVO\PMTMILLW_V\W\_W
IN\MZIÅ^MZ]VZITTaTMILJa)VLa0MVkemeyer and Travis Enger, the Rox’s rally
was cut short due to severe weather and the
OIUM_I[KITTMLQV\PMÅN\PQVVQVO
Rox starting pitcher Paul Schaak received the loss for the Rox. Schaak allowed
\PMÅZ[\[M^MVJI\\MZ[\WZMIKP[INMTa_PQKP
QVKT]LMLÅ^MPQ\[I_ITSIVLIPQ\JI\\MZ
Schaak received the loss and is now 1-1 with
IV-:)WN NWZ\PM[MI[WV

Monday:

The Rox opened up Monday night’s
game against Willmar with one of six
Stinger errors on the night. Carlos Lopez
OZW]VLMLQV\WIÅMTLMZ¼[KPWQKM\W?QTTUIZ
[PWZ\[\WX0]V\MZ,WbQMZJ]\,WbQMZ¼[\PZW_
UQ[[MLÅZ[\JI[MUIV+WZJMV/ZMMVIVL
allowed Mark Rhine to scamper home with
\PM:W`ÅZ[\Z]V
The lead was short lived, though, and
the Stingers fought right back in the top
of the second with three runs to take a 3-1
TMIL2,,WZOMVPILIP]OMPQ\QV\PM
inning for Willmar with a 2-RBI triple off
WN :W`[\IZ\MZ)TM`:WJMZ\[,WZOMV_W]TL
score the third run of the inning on an RBI
groundout by Matt Jackson.
The game would continue to go back
and forth with RBI’s from St. Cloud’s
0MVSMUMaMZIVL+PZQ[8I]T0W_M^MZ\PM
:W`_W]TLNITTQV\PQ[OIUM!<PM:W`
[\IZ\MZ)TM`:WJMZ\[\WWS\PMTW[[ITTW_QVO
Å^MZ]V[WVMQOP\PQ\[_Q\PÅ^M_ITS[IVL
two strikeouts.

Tuesday:

)N\MZ\PZMMQVVQVO[<]M[LIaVQOP\?QTTmar had a 4-o lead. Rox starter Billy Soule
lasted six innings, giving up six runs on
seven hits. The right-handed pitcher walked
Å^MIVL[\Z]KSW]\VWVM
Rhine, Paul and Vazquez all scored cutting the lead to one after six innings, but the
Rox would not come closer as the Stingers
won by the score of 4-3.
0MVSMUMaMZ_I[\PM;\+TW]L<QUM[
player of the game after going 2-4 with an

807<7+7=:<-;A7.;<+47=,:7@+75

Stingers catcher J.D. Dorgen watches as the Rox get a base hit Thursday night in Willmar.
RBI for the Rox.

Wednesday:

The Rox dropped another game by
only one run Wednesday night. Chris Paul
started the game off with a triple to left-cen\MZÅMTL7VTaWVMJI\\MZTI\MZ8I]T_W]TL
score on another triple by St. Cloud’s Tony
Skjefte.
Ty Jackson continued to pour on the
runs with a two run blast, bringing the score
to 3-0 in the bottom of the third.
?QTTUIZ_W]TLÅOP\JIKS[KWZQVOWVM
Z]VWNN WN I[IKZQÅKMÆa<PMV\PM;\QVOMZ[¼
Steven Brault hit a three-run homerun to
give Willmar a 4-3 lead.
St. Cloud tied the game later when
Skjefte singled home Nick Tanielu.
Finally, the Rox would surrender the
TMILNWZOWWL_PMV?QTTUIZ¼[2,,WZOIV
LW]JTMLPWUM*ZI]T\NZWUÅZ[\JI[M<PM
ÅVIT[KWZM_I[

Thursday:

The Rox nearly received the win Tuesday night in a thrilling comeback in the top
of the ninth inning.
)N\MZ\ZIQTQVOIN\MZVQVMQVVQVO[
St. Cloud’s Boo Vazquez hitting a walk
WNN PWUMZ]VWN ;\QVOMZ[ZMTQM^MZ)VLZM
Wheeler. Carlos Lopez followed with a
single and Rhine representing the tying run,
walked with nobody out to load the bases.

807<7+7=:<-;A7.;<+47=,:7@+75

The ball laid in the dirt Sunday as it began to rain in Willmar.
0MVSMUMaMZ_ITSML\WNWZKMPWUM>IbY]Mb
IVLUISM\PM[KWZM
The rally wold fall short though, after
earning the second out Willmar closed the
game out.
With the runners in motion on a 3-2
KW]V\8I]TPQ\IJZWSMVJI\ÆIZM\PI\;\QVOMZ[[MKWVLJI[MUIV3MVVa:WJMZ\[ÅMTLML

WV\PMW]\ÅMTLOZI[[\WMVL\PM:W`ZITTa
IVLMIZV\PM[_MMXWN \PMÅ^MOIUM[MZQM[
_Q\PI_QV
)N\MZTW[QVOITTNW]ZOIUM[\PQ[_MMS\PM
Rox have lost 12 games in a row dating back
to June 9. They are also last in their division
[Q\\QVOOIUM[W]\WN ÅZ[\XTIKM

LeBron James and Miami Heat win NBA championship
Mark Schrom
SPORTS & FITNESS EDITOR

+PWSMIZ\Q[\7^MZPaXML5>8<PM
best player in the league.
LeBron James has been called many
things over the years, but after Thursday
night he can be called one thing he has been
[\ZQ^QVONWZ[QVKMPQ[ÅZ[\aMIZQV\PM6*)"I
champion.
James left the court early as the Miami
0MI\¼[^QK\WZaW^MZ\PM7STIPWUI
City Thunder was well secured. James
couldn’t hold in the excitement any longer.
)N\MZP]O[_Q\PXTIaMZ[IVLKWIKPM[2IUM[
started jumping up and down for joy as the
clock ticked away and he became a champion.

2IUM[LWUQVI\ML\PM6*).QVIT[IVL
PM[I^MLPQ[JM[\NWZTI[\_Q\PIXWQV\
assist, 11 rebound - triple-double performance.
?PMVI[SMLIJW]\PQ[ÅZ[\\Q\TML]ZQVO
the on-court celebration immediately after
the game, James replied, “It’s about damn
time.”
)N\MZTW[QVO\PMKPIUXQWV[PQX[MZQM[\W
\PM,ITTI[5I^MZQKS[WVTaIaMIZIOWUIVa
people believed Miami’s “Big 3” to be overpaid and washed up. Many experts predictML\PI\QN \PM0MI\LQLVW\_QVIKPIUXQWVship this year, drastic changes were to come
in the off-season. No longer, though, as the
0MI\KIX\]ZML\PM6*)KPIUXQWV[PQX
1\Q[\PMÅZ[\KPIUXQWV[PQXNWZ\PMKQ\a
[QVKM_PMV,_aIVM?ILM_WVPQ[ÅZ[\

title.
“Since I won it six years ago, I’ve been
through a lot in my personal life and I’ve
been through a lot in my professional life,”
Wade said during the post-game celebration. “This one means so much more.”
<PM0MI\KIUMQV\W<P]Z[LIa¼[OIUM
_Q\PILWUQVI\QVOÅZ[\PITN XMZNWZUIVKM
leading 59-49 at halftime. Entering the
third quarter, the Thunder closed the gap
\WI\_WXWQV\LMÅKQ\<PMVIVM`XTW[QWV
WN XWQV\[Ja\PM0MI\KTW[MLW]\\PMOIUM
for good. Miami’s Mike Miller was seven of
eight from beyond the ark to score a career
playoff best 23 points.
Wade, Chris Bosh and Shane Battier
MIKP_MZMIT[WQVLW]JTMÅO]ZM[NWZ\PM
night.

807<7+7=:<-;A7.*=;16-;;?--3,76-55-:<+75

LeBron James raises the championship trophy with the rest of the Miami Heat.

Miami led by 24 points at the end of the
third quarter. By the time the game ended,
the celebration had long since begun for the
5QIUQ0MI\
2IUM[_PWQ[\PMZMQOVQVO6*)ZMO]TIZ
season and playoff MVP, is considered the
best player in the game, but he failed in his
ÅZ[\\_W\ZQX[\W\PMÅVIT[)[_MMX
I\\PMPIVL[WN ;IV)V\WVQW_PMVPM_I[
with the Cleveland Cavaliers and last year’s
defeat to the Mavericks had caused many
experts and fans to think James might never
receive his coveted championship.
“I am happy now that nine years since
1¼^MJMMVLZIN\ML1KIVÅVITTa[Ia1IUI
champion. I didn’t shortcut anything. I put
a lot of hard work and dedication into it,”
said James in a post-game interview.
To top it all off for James, he was awarded with the Bill Russell Finals MVP award.
<PM7STIPWUI+Q\a<P]VLMZLQL\PMQZ
JM[\\WXTIa_Q\P\PM5QIUQ0MI\3M^QV
,]ZIV\[KWZMLXWQV\[QV\PM\MIU¼[TW[QVO
MNNWZ\)N\MZ[KWZQVOXWQV\[QV/IUM
the team leading-scorer Russell Westbrook
tied a playoff low 19 points on 4 of 20
shooting. Nearly all of Westbrook’s points
came at the free-throw line.
“It hurts. It’s hard, man. We’re all brothers on this team and it just hurt to go out
like this. We made it to the Finals, which
was cool for us but we didn’t just want to
UISMQ\\PMZM=VNWZ\]VI\MTa_MTW[\[WQ\¼[
\W]OPº[IQL,]ZIV\QVIXW[\OIUMQV\MZview following the heartbreaking loss to the
0MI\<P]Z[LIaVQOP\
;\QTT\PM7STIPWUI+Q\a<P]VLMZKW]TL
^MZa_MTTJMVM`\aMIZ¼[5QIUQ0MI\?Q\P
,]ZIV\?M[\JZWWSIVL2IUM[0IZLMVITT
returning, the elite squad could very well
UISMIVW\PMZZ]VI\\PM6*)KPIUXQWVship.
“Keep it up. Keep doing what you’ve
done. Build yourself up this summer, get
better, that’s what we’re about. We’re about
staying together, we’re about playing for
each other, we’re about staying together as a
family,” said Thunder coach Scott Brooks to
his team following the loss.
)[NWZ2IUM[PMVW_PI[M^MZa\PQVOPM
PI[X]Z[]MLQVPQ[6*)KIZMMZQVKT]LQVOI
ÅVIT[5>8I_IZL0MKIVVW_X]\ITT\PM
KZQ\QKQ[UI[QLMIVLZMUMUJMZWVM\PQVO"\PM
5QIUQ0MI\IZM\PM6*)KPIUXQWV[

